Books with “Summer” in the Title (Fiction)

“The Narrowboat Summer” – Anne Youngson

“Summer” – Ali Smith

“Hello Summer” – Mary Kay Andrews

“Big Summer” – Jennifer Weiner

“28 Summers” – Elin Hilderbrand

“Summer of 69” – Elin Hilderbrand

“Summer Wives” – Beatriz Williams

“Firefly Summer” – Nan Parson Rossiter

“Invincible Summer” – Alice Adams

“All Summer Long” – Dorothea Benton Frank

“Summer Before the War” – Helen Simonson

“Summer Secrets” – Jane Green

“A Fine Summer’s Day” – Todd Charles

“Arctic Summer” – Damon Galgut

“Summer House With Swimming Pool” – Herman Koch

“Hundred Summers” – Beatriz Williams

“Summer Breeze” – Nancy Thayer

“Summerland” – Elin Hilderbrand

“Summer Rental” – Mary Kay Andrews

“One Summer” – David Baldacci

“Death in Summer” – Benjamin Black
“Summer & the City” – Candace Bushnell

“Lowcountry Summer” – Dorothea Benton Frank

“Summer of the Bear” – Bella Pollen

“Killer Summer” – Ridley Pearson

“Love and Summer” – William Trevor

“Summer on Blossom Street” – Debbie Macomber

“Summer at Fairacre” – Miss Read

“Still Summer” – Jacquelyn Mitchard

“Summer Reading” – Hilma Wolitzer

“The Last Summer (of You and Me)” – Ann Brashares

“Summer Crossing” – Truman Capote

“Summer of Roses” – Luanne Rice

“Summer I Dared” – Barbara Delinsky

“Last Lessons of Summer” – Margaret Maron

“Summer Light” – Luanne Rice

“Prodigal Summer” – Barbara Kingsolver

“Summer Gone” – David Macfarlane

“Summer Sisters” – Judy Blume

“Death in Summer” – William Trevor

“That Camden Summer” – LaVyrle Spencer

“My Summer With George” – Marilyn French

“How I Spent My Summer Vacation” – Gillian Roberts